Abstract. We investigate concurrency as unifying computational paradigm which integrates functional, constraint, and object-oriented programming. We propose the -calculus as a uniform foundation of concurrent computation and formally relate it to other models: Thecalculus with equational constraints provides for logic variables and is bisimilar to the -calculus. The -calculus without constraints is a proper subset of the -calculus. We prove its Turing completeness by embedding the eager -calculus in continuation passing style. The -calculus over an arbitrary constraint system is an extension of the standard cc-model with procedural abstraction.
Introduction
Concurrent computation allows the uni cation of many programmingparadigms. This observation underlies Milner's -calculus 14 9, 15] . In this paper we start to relate several computational calculi. An overview is given in the picture below. We formulate the relations by comparison with the -calculus 19], a concurrent calculus with rstorder constraints, higher-order procedural abstraction, and indeterminism via cells. Any constraint system determines an instance of the -calculus. The -calculus serves as a foundation of the concurrent constraint language Oz 24] , is part of its language de nition 25] and a basis for its implementation 11].
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We prove bisimilarity of the -calculus 23] and the calculus (x=y): Thecalculus has been designed to model concurrent objects, while (x=y) instanti-ates the -calculus with equational constraints to provide for logic variables. Our bisimulation allows to consider the -calculus as an extension of the -calculus with constraints. To obtain this result, we simpli ed the original -calculus 19]: Now, constraints actually \come for free" in , in contrast to previous extensions of with constraints 22, 23, 19, 25] . The -calculus over the trivial constraint system (;) is a proper subset of the asynchronous polyadic -calculus 12, 3, 8] . This result is immediate from the identi cation of procedural abstractions with replicated input agents. Once-only input agents are not available in (;) . Surprisingly, (;) is still Turing complete: Higher-orderness allows us to embed the eager -calculus. A continuation passing style 20] avoids logic variables which have been employed in an earlier embedding of the eager -calculus into 23, 16] . 2 We prove the adequacy of our embedding based on a simulation and uniform con uence 16]. 3 The -calculus is syntactically compositional: Constraints, applications, conditionals, and cells can be freely combined by composition, declaration, and abstraction. The reduction relation of is de ned up to a structural congruence, as familiar from recent presentations of 13, 3, 8] and 23]. The central novelty in the version presented here is the distinction of logical conjunction ( _ ) on constraints from composition (^). In the standard cc-model 21, 5, 6] , these distinctions hold implicitly due to a monolithic constraint store. In a compositional syntax, the separation of conjunction and composition is central since it yields simple normal forms. On reduction, applications, cells, or conditionals interact with an arbitrary constraint in their environment, but only one of them. For instance, the conditional if x=y then E else F is irreducible in the context of x=1^y=1, since none of x=1 or y=1 entails or disentails x=y, but reducible in the context of x=1 _ y=1 since x=1 _ y=1 j = x=y. Constraints must be combined explicitly by reduction:
This combination rule is the essential di erence of the -calculus in this paper to its predecessor 19] . It plays the role of elimination in where no conjunction is apparent:
The separation of conjunction and composition leads to a transparently distributed constraint store. From this point of view, combination can be interpreted as uni cation which may or may not involve a network transfer.
Related Work: Most surprisingly, the lazy -calculus can be embedded into (;) with call-by-need complexity (see 17]). Alternatively, the call-by-needcalculus 2] could be directly embedded into (;). Both results are stronger than the analogous results for 4], since both embeddings map into a uniformly con uent subset of (;) and . Furthermore, Milner' Plan of the paper: In the Sections 2 and 3 we review and introduce . Section 4 shows the coincidence of and (x=y). Section 5 is devoted to the discussion of uniformly con uent subcalculi of and . In Section 6, we embed the eager -calculus into (;) and relate the latter with .
2 The -Calculus Our presentation of mainly follows 23] except that we omit names. The omission of names is argued below. We assume an in nite set of variables ranged over by x, y, z, u, v, and w. Sequences of variables are denoted by x, y, : : :. The set of elements of a sequences x is written as V(x). The -calculus is speci ed by expressions, a structural congruence, and a reduction relation. The expressions E, F and G are de ned by the following abstract syntax: E; F; G ::= x:y=E j xy j E^F j 9xE j x=y j if x=y then E else F j x: y j > Figure 1 . It provides for the usual properties of bound variables, composition, and declaration. The reduction ! is the least binary relation on expressions satisfying the axioms and rules in Figure 2 . We use a generalised replacement operator z=y] for simultaneous substitution. Its application implicitly requires that z and y have equal length and that y be linear; i.e., that all elements of y be pairwise distinct. New Names. Compared to the original -calculus 23], our presentation lacks the dynamic creation of new and possibly private names. There, names provide a unique identity to all procedures and cells. The same mechanism conveniently provides a unique reference to concurrent objects. Names can also be used as primitive data structures with a built-in equality and for data encapsulation. We can add the expressiveness of names orthogonally without a ecting any of our results. It is not necessary to provide names with a scope of their own as in 23], but it su ces to let them inherit the scope of the variables. We introduce a new expression n x and add the additional reduction axiom:
(Else) n x^ny^i f x=y then E else F ! n x^ny^F :
An expression n y^ny would be considered inconsistent since it violates the uniqueness assumption of names. This situation may arise dynamically: 9x9y(x=y^n x^ny ) ! E 9y(n y^ny^E y=x]) Inconsistencies destroy con uence by making if y=y then E 0 else F 0 reducible via both (Then) and (Else).
The -Calculus
The -calculus extends with constraints. Let be a rst-order signature declaring function and relation symbols with their respective arities. A theory is a set of closed rst-order formulae (with equality) over . A constraint system over consists of a theory and a set of rst-order formulae called constraints. Constraints are ranged over by and . We assume the theory to be consistent, i.e. to have a model. The set of constraints must be closed under replacement y=x]: for every constraint the formulae obtained from by replacing y for x is again a constraint. We do not require constraints to be closed under conjunction (written as _ ) nor existential quanti cation (denoted by _ 9x ). The formula _ > stands for logical truth. If 1 and 2 are rst-order formulae over , then we write 1 j = 2 i 1 ! 2 is valid in all models of . We write 1 j =j 2 i 1 j = 2 and 2 j = 1 . If is empty, then we omit the subscript and simply write 1 j = 2 and 2 j =j 1 .
The de nition of is parameterised by a constraint system. The expressions of are those of , but with equations replaced by constraints of the underlying constraint system. The calculus (x=y) instantiates with equational constraints over the empty theory:
The calculus (;) instantiates with the trivial constraint system, which is empty up to _ >. The structural congruence of extends that of by the following axiom: (Equ) if j =j and FV( ) = FV( ) 4 Note that we distinguish existential quanti cation _ 9x from declaration 9x and conjunction _ from composition ^ and that structural congruence preserves this distinction. This is an important technical simpli cation over 19, 22, 25] . Reduction of is de ned by the axioms in Figure 3 . As in , reduction is allowed in all position but in bodies of abstractions and branches of conditionals. The axioms (A ), (Cell ), and (Then ) are triggered by a single constraint of the context if it is su ciently strong. Combination of constraints (C ) makes more information available in a single constraint. Compared to , (C ) replaces the elimination rule. By (Else ), a conditional may reduce to its else branch if its guard is inconsistent with a constraint of the context. We continue with some examples illustrating computation in .
Combining Constraints. To make a conditional reducible in a given context, an application of rule (C ) may be necessary. For example, consider: E 1 9y( x=1^y=1^if x=y then F 1 else F 2 ) The conditional is irreducible because neither x=1 j = x=y, nor y=1 j = x=y hold. However, E 1 reduces to E 2 by an application of (C ) : E 2 9y( (x=1 _ y=1)^if x=y then F 1 else F 2 ) Now, x=1 _ y=1 j = x=y holds, such that the conditional can reduce to F 1 .
Higher-Order Programming. The following example illustrates the higher-order nature of . Consider a constraint system providing equations and integers with addition. Its signature should contain the constants : : :; ?1; 0; 1; : :: and the binary function symbol +. We allow sugared notation xn for 9y(xy^y=n), where the n are integer symbols. Let us de ne three abstractions: applytwice:f x y=9z(f xz^f z y) 2times:xy= y=x + x 4times:xy= applytwice 2times xy 4 Due to the side condition, structural congruence preserves closedness of expressions.
In the context of these abstractions, the expression 4times 3u reduces as follows:
The remaining declaration for z and the local binding z=6 could be dropped by an appropriate garbage collection rule (see also Example 2 in Section 6.).
New Names. The modelling of names as sketched for falls short in really mixing names and constraints. For example, the reduction step n x^nyî f f(x)=f(y) then E else F ! F is not justi ed by either of the conditional rules. Mixing names and constraints is important when constraints are used to model data structures holding higher-order data, in particular if they need to be compared for equality 24] . In this case, a closer integration of names and the constraint system is required. An elegant option is to extend the syntax by a declaration construct for names, and to axiomatically require all names to be distinct and di erent from all elements in the universe of 19, 23 ]. An alternative approach would take n x as a constraint for x in a new linear constraint system N, and require N to contain at least the axiom 8x8y(n x _ n y $ x 6 = y). N is linear since n x _ n x must not be equivalent to n x . In addition, the entailment relation used in rules (A ), (Then ), (Equ), etc. must be de ned in terms of both rst-order entailment and the linear entailment of N. We do not pursue this topic further, since names do not a ect our results.
Relating the -Calculus and the -Calculus
We show that can be identi ed with (x=y), when restricted to closed expressions. This statement holds with respect to termination and complexity, measured by the number of application steps. We need some general notations about computational calculi such as , (x=y), 13], or the eager -calculus, and lazy -calculus. Our notion of a calculus generalises abstract rewrite systems 10]: A calculus is a triple (P; ; !) where P is a set, an equivalence relation and ! and a binary relation on P. We require a calculus to satisfy ( ! ) !, where stands for relational composition. The elements of P are called expressions, congruence and ! reduction. The least transitive relation containing ! and is denoted with ! .
A derivation of an expression E is a nite or in nite sequence of expressions (E i ) n i=0 or (E i ) 1 i=0 with E i ! E i+1 for all possible indices i and E E 0 . A computation of E is a maximal derivation: That is, either an in nite derivation or a nite one whose last element is irreducible with respect to !. Let R be a binary relation on expressions. The number of R-steps in a derivation (E i ) i is the number of indices i such that (E i ; E i+1 ) 2 R. Before we sketch the proof, let us make some additional comments: For every expression in and , reduction without application terminates. Reduction with axioms other than (A) or (A ) decreases the number of constraints, applications or conditionals. Hence, Theorem 1 implies that termination of E in coincides with termination _ >^E in . However, not all derivations of E need to have the same termination behaviour, due to cells which explicitly introduce indeterminism. 5 The proof idea is to de ne a bisimulation similarly to 13] which establishes a bijection between computations of E in and _ >^E in (x=y). Proposition2. Every expression E has some normalform D.
Proof. Simple. By Axiom ( ) any expression may be -standardised, such that declarations can freely be moved outside via (Scope).
Reduction can be decomposed into reduction on normal forms followed by normalisation, i.e., transformation of the result into normal form again. Following the notation in 16], we de ne 2 as smallest congruence satisfying the axioms (ACI) and (Exch). Furthermore, we need a collection of relations for reduction on normal forms, each of which is speci ed by a single axiom: De nition5. We de ne S to be the set of all pairs (E; F) of closed and (x=y) expressions which allow the following representation: There exists variables xy, natural numbers n, m, and k, equations 1 : : : n , equational con- Lemma 6. S is a bisimulation for the embedding E 7 ! _ >^E.
Proof. The conditions of a bisimulation can be checked one by one. Condition B1 is a consequence of Proposition 2 which ensures the existence of a normal form for E. A normal form for _ >^E can be easily constructed from that of E.
We exemplarily prove one of the other cases, say B3 (all other cases are similar). Assume (E; F) 2 S with the properties described in De nition 5 and E 0 such that E ! E E 0 . Since 9x( 1^: : :^ n^E1^: : :^E k ) is a normal form of E, Proposition 3 applies. We can assume w.l.o.g. that 1 has been eliminated. If (E i ) n i=0 is a nite derivation of E and (E; F) 2 S , then we can inductively construct a derivation (F i ) n i=0 with (E n ; F n ) 2 S such that both sequences have the same number of application steps. We even get the same result for reduction with cells and conditionals. If (E i ) n i=0 is maximal, then (F i ) n i=0 must be maximal. Otherwise, we could contradict maximality of (E i ) n i=0 by applying our bisimulation the other way around. 2 
Uniformly Concurrent Subcalculi
Functional programming is a special form of concurrent programming 17]. Result, termination, and complexity of functional programs are independent of the execution order. For eager functional programming this is re ected by the eager -calculus, and for lazy functional programming by the call-by-need -calculus 2]. Concurrent computation satisfying the above three independence properties is called uniformly concurrent in 16]. We consider complexity and uniformity, since these notions allow for simple adequacy proofs of calculi embeddings. A major advantage of is the existence of a uniformly concurrent subcalculus which can be easily distinguished. This subcalculus is called and has been introduced and investigated in 16]. By Theorem 1, we can carry over most properties from to (x=y) and conversely. Termination and complexity in terms of application steps correspond exactly. But our bisimulation is not strong enough for carrying over con uence or relating the numbers of elimination and combination steps. In this section, we show how to distinguish a uniform and con uent part of over an arbitrary constraint system. This can be done in analogy to the extraction of out of . We need some general properties of computational calculi. All proofs are feasible with standard methods and can be found in 16]. A calculus (P; ; !) is called uniformly con uent, if it satis es the following condition:
A uniformly con uent calculus is con uent and uniform with respect to termination and complexity: all computations of the same expression have the same length.
Uniform con uence is a compositional property. If (P; ; ! 1 ) and (P; ; ! 2 ) are two calculi with commuting reductions, i.e. ( 1 ! 2 ) (! 1 2 ), then the union (P; ; ! 1 ! 2 ) is uniformly con uent.
We now restrict to a uniformly concurrent calculus. We call an expression E Theorem7. The restriction of to admissible expressions without cells is uniformly con uent.
Proof. It is su cient to establish the uniform con uence for all relations ! R where R is in fA; C; Then; Elseg, such as their pairwise commutation. These problems can be reduced to a collection of critical pairs of normal forms.
We exemplify the proof of the uniform con uence of ! C . The proof is based on a simulation plus uniformity instead of a bisimulation. Given a computation of M in e , we construct a corresponding computation of _ >^u( (M) ) in (;) using a simulation. We omit a detailed proof. Instead, we illustrate the exact correspondence between computations of M and those of u( (M) ) by an example. A precise formalisation of this correspondence would yield the simulation. Such a description can be based on explicit substitutions for e 13] and contexts for 16].
Example 2. We consider Copy = x:x x and reduce Copy (I I). To compare reductions in and e , we need to cope with the fact that e may copy or annul abstractions. These e ects are hidden by our meta notation which makes substitutions explicit. The proof of this proposition can be done with a linear type system excluding multiple assignment statically. It can be found the in report version of this paper 18].
Proof of Theorem 8. Let (M i ) n i=0 be a computation in e such that M 0 is closed. By Proposition 10 there exists a simulation S e u for M 7 ! u( (M) ). The properties S e u 1 and S e u 2 allow the construction of a derivation u( (M 0 ) ) ! 3 A E 1 ! 3 A : : : ! 3 A E n such that (M n ; E n ) 2 S e u . Since M n is irreducible, S e 3 implies that E n is irreducible. Lemma We have simpli ed the -calculus, a syntactically compositional cc-model with procedural abstraction. This allowed us to relate various models for concurrent computation in a single formal framework: The -calculus with equational constraints and the -calculus are proved bisimilar. We have embedded the eager calculus into without constraints, which is a proper subset of the -calculus. We have extracted a uniformly concurrent kernel in over an arbitrary constraint system. In particular, this distinguishes a uniformly concurrent part of which is Turing complete.
